Correlated motion and oscillation of neighboring cells in vitro.
It has long been realized that fibroblastic and epithelial cells establish recognizable patterns in tissue culture. This behavior implies that neighboring cells interact with one another to produce organized populations. Interaction between cells that are separated by many intervening cells is also possible and is demonstrated here using a special configuration of a biosensor referred to as electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS). Normally the electrical impedance of a single electrode covered with a confluent cell layer is measured, and the morphological changes of the cells are reflected in the impedance. In this case the cells are cultured on two closely spaced electrodes whose impedances are measured independently as a function of time, and communication between the cell populations is revealed as a correlation between these two time series. We also report for the first time another striking manifestation of dynamic cell interaction, where confluent layers of Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK) on a single electrode are observed to oscillate in synchrony with a period of approximately 2.5 h.